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Abstract—Machine learning applied to computer vision and signal processing is achieving results comparable to the human brain on
specific tasks due to the great improvements brought by the deep neural networks (DNN). The majority of state-of-the-art architectures
nowadays are DNN related, but only a few explore the frequency domain to extract useful information and improve the results, like in
the image processing field. In this context, this paper presents a new approach for exploring the Fourier transform of the input images,
which is composed of trainable frequency filters that boost discriminative components in the spectrum. Additionally, we propose a
slicing procedure to allow the network to learn both global and local features from the frequency-domain representations of the image
blocks. The proposed method proved to be competitive with respect to well-known DNN architectures in the selected experiments, with
the advantage of being a simpler and lightweight model. This work also raises the discussion on how the state-of-the-art DNNs
architectures can exploit not only spatial features, but also the frequency, in order to improve its performance when solving real world
problems.
Index Terms—machine learning, Fourier analysis, image classification, deep learning, frequency filtering
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) has impacted many applications
in the last years, especially in computer vision and signal
processing areas [1]. In particular, the number of tasks suc-
cessfully addressed with artificial neural networks (ANNs)
and deep learning (DL) is exploding, since these methods
grant more reliability to the machine to solve complex prob-
lems, such as medical diagnosis assistance and autonomous
vehicles.
Inspired on the brain plasticity, ANNs are capable of
adapting their behavior and learning from the available data
[2]. The chosen neuron model, how they are distributed and
connected, and what are the adaptable parameters basically
define the network architecture. Given a particular architec-
ture, the ANN can learn from data and build experimental
knowledge, making it available while making predictions
for new data [2].
The progress of the learning algorithms, the availabil-
ity of large datasets and the possibility of using highly
parallel hardware, with graphic processing units (GPU),
greatly boosted the success of ANN/DL applications in
the last decade. In this scenario, deep and more complex
architectures started to be used to solve difficult problems
in many different fields, being the state-of-the-art in many
areas, such as speech and text processing, and computer
vision [3].
Traditionally, the effective use of machine learning tech-
niques involved a pre-processing stage, in which the avail-
able raw data were transformed into proper features, usu-
ally with a reduced dimensionality when compared to the
original data. This approach requires a careful design of the
feature extractor by experts with high domain knowledge,
in order that discriminative features are attained and, ul-
timately, the ML model reaches an adequate performance.
Some well-known examples of handcrafted features are the
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [4] for sound
processing, and speeded up robust features (SURF) [5] for
image processing. Both techniques demanded a long time
and a highly specialized research team to be developed.
On the other hand, the approach explored in deep learn-
ing is to let the model learn directly from the raw data.
In this sense, the deep model indirectly creates efficient
internal representations for the data while it is learning how
to perform the desired task (e.g., to classify images). Addi-
tionally, the deep and layered structure of the model gives
rise to a hierarchical representation, since the first layers
tend to extract low level features, which are progressively
combined into high level features by the subsequent layers.
Given the high flexibility of the deep models, this perspec-
tive proved to be advantageous in several challenging real-
world tasks, leading to superior results when compared
with using generic handcrafted features. Among the most
prominent deep models, the convolutional neural networks
(ConvNets) [1] stand out in the field of computer vision,
especially after 2012 [6].
ConvNets are inspired on the structure of the visual
cortex of the human brain, responsible for processing the
visual information captured by the eye. Each layer in a Con-
vNet executes a simple operation, such as a weighted linear
sum of the inputs, followed by a nonlinear function (e.g.,
the rectifier function), but when several of these layers are
arranged in a deep architecture, the network can perform a
highly complex and nonlinear transformation of the input
data [1].
Four main concepts are explored in ConvNets: local
connections, weight sharing, pooling and the use of stacked
layers [3]. Basically, when employed for image classifica-
tion, the network process the input image pixels through
different layers, performing convolution operations using
shared convolution weights and extracting features from
local connections. Then, these features are transformed by
a nonlinear function and grouped. The output of these
operations is used as input for the next layer until we reach
the last layer, which essentially generates the probabilities
that the input image belongs to each of the existing classes.
Nowadays, due to their excellent performances, ConvNets
are being applied in many real-life applications, such as
2object recognition and image labeling [3].
From the theory of Fourier transform, it is well-known
that a convolution in the space domain becomes a multipli-
cation in the frequency domain [7]. So, it is perfectly possible
to process the available data by working in the frequency
domain, instead of performing the spatial convolution.
This fact raises an intriguing question: what if a neural
network was entirely designed to operate in the frequency
domain? It is important to bear in mind that we are not
referring to a standard ANN or ConvNet whose input is
the frequency-domain representation of the data. Rather, we
are thinking about a neural network whose operations have
been, in fact, adapted to the frequency domain, in light of
the theory of Fourier transform.
In this context, other important questions naturally arise,
such as: what would be the model of a frequency-domain
layer? How can we efficiently train such layers? Is it possible
to extract both global and local frequency-domain informa-
tion from the input data (images)? And, finally, what are the
advantages of explicitly exploring the frequency domain,
instead of using the well-established ConvNets?
The motivation for such a model comes from the idea
that, depending on the problem, useful properties of the
input data can be more easily perceived and extracted in
the frequency domain, rather than on its raw pixels. For
instance, when classifying different plantations on images
captured by a drone, probably the frequency representation
will bring more useful information due to the periodic
nature of the data. In these images, high frequency compo-
nents represent fine details, such as plant borders and cor-
ners, whereas low frequency components encode large scale
information, such as shape and homogeneous areas of the
plants and soil. Additionally, intermediate concentrations of
frequencies in certain 2D spectrum regions will represent
the periodic spacing between plants in such crops.
The present work addresses all the aforementioned
questions and presents a new neural network model that
explores frequency-domain layers and can be applied to
different computer vision problems. The proposed model,
named FreqNet, is characterized by layers of frequency
filters, which extract features from the magnitude spectrum
of the image, and whose parameters are adjusted with the
aid of gradient-based optimization methods using the error
backpropagation algorithm.
Hence, we are extending the preliminary ideas brought
in [8], now presenting a technique to train the frequency-
domain filters. In the previous paper, fixed frequency-
domain filters were used along with a slicing procedure,
which splits the image in blocks, in order to capture global
and local frequency components. Here, the frequency filters
for each block are fully trained using the backpropagation
algorithm, allowing the proposed network to learn the most
discriminative frequency components of the data and to
achieve excellent results, comparable to those obtained by
renowned ConvNets. Moreover, the number of adjustable
weights of the network was significantly reduced by adopt-
ing a radial-based filtering approach, in which frequencies
located at the same radial distance from the spectrum center
share the same weight.
It is important to remark that Fourier analysis is widely
applied together with ANNs for decades and in different
applications, such as brain electroencephalogram process-
ing [9], cardiovascular analysis [10], speech processing [11],
seismic analysis [12] and face spoofing detection [8]. Be-
sides, it is also explored with deep learning, as, for example,
in the speech processing field [13], [14], where an audio
signal is converted into a 2D spectrogram image.
However, our proposal follows a different path since it
does not use handcrafted features extracted from the fre-
quency domain, but it allows the network to learn frequency
filters that boost the most discriminative components for
that specific classification problem.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the proposed frequency-domain architecture in detail, as
well as the method used to train the network in the fre-
quency domain. Section 3 brings the computational exper-
iments performed in different datasets, like texture and
retina images, with the purpose of evaluating the proposed
method. In this section, the results and comparative analysis
with deep learning architectures are also presented in order
to emphasize the real contribution of the proposed method.
Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions and perspectives
for future research and applications.
2 PROPOSED METHOD
2.1 Basic Architecture of FreqNet
The main goal of the proposed method is to explore the
frequency domain in order to improve image classification.
Figure 1 presents the basic architecture behind the idea
exposed in this paper.
The following parameters must be adjusted in the pro-
posed architecture:
• Image size
• Number of slices
• Frequency pooling size
• Frequency pooling type
• Number of layers
• Number of neurons in each layer
• Activation function in each layer
• Loss function
In addition to the aforementioned aspects, it is also
necessary to choose the training algorithm and its hyper-
parameters (learning rate, batch size, etc).
Each step and parameter for training this architecture
will be presented in the sequence.
2.2 Image slicing
The first step consists in slicing the input image in several
blocks. The purpose of this step is to allow the network
to extract both global and local information. When the
frequency spectrum is calculated for the entire image, global
features of this image can be extracted; on the other hand,
when the image is sliced in small blocks, these will provide
local features. Examples of global features are the back-
ground and main object components, while examples of
local features are small textures, corners and borders.
Figure 2 shows the basic slicing process. For the sake of
clarity, three slicing levels are shown in this figure. Basically,
in the first level the whole original image is considered. In
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Fig. 1. Basic frequency layer architecture for image classification.
the second level, the original image is divided in 4 blocks,
each one with half of the original size. In the third level, each
of the four blocks from the previous slicing is divided in four
new blocks again, thus yielding a total of 16 blocks. This
process can be repeated until the chosen maximum number
of slicing levels is attained.
pixels blocks
3 slicing 
levels
global to local approach
Fig. 2. Basic slicing process.
An example of the slicing blocks is shown in Figure 3,
where it is possible to see more details of the bird feathers
as the level increases, similarly to a zooming in effect in
the image. Bigger blocks bring global information, as the
low frequencies of the background and the main macaw
components. On ther other hand, small blocks represent the
local information, like the specific textures in the feather of
this bird species. It is worth mentioning that even looking
at the small blocks, it is possible to recognize that this could
be part of a macaw. The proposed algorithm explores this
possibility since it will discover the pertinent frequencies
that should be emphasized during the training process.
2.3 2D Discrete Fourier Transform
After the slicing, each block will be transformed to the
frequency domain.
In this step, the 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [7]
is employed. For each image block i, denoted as fi(x, y),
with size Ai × Bi, the DFT is computed according to the
following expression:
Fig. 3. Blocks from six slicing levels from macaw image showing different
frequencies in the feathers.
Fi(u, v) =
Ai−1∑
x=0
Bi−1∑
y=0
fi(x, y)e
−j2pi(ux/Ai+vy/Bi) (1)
Figure 4 depicts this step. In this case, considering three
slicing levels, 21 DFTs need to be calculated, being one for
the entire image, four for the second level and sixteen for
the last level.
pixels blocks DFT blocks
Fig. 4. Discrete Fourier Transform for each image block.
4Since the DFT yields a matrix of complex numbers and
most ANN/DL operations deal with real numbers, the mag-
nitude of the spectrum of each block is obtained, according
to Equation (2), and effectively explored by the network.
This step is represented by the Figure 5.
DFT blocks (complex) magnitude blocks (real)
Fig. 5. DFT magnitude calculated for each image block.
Mi(u, v) =
√
(Real(Fi(u, v))
2
+ (Imag(Fi(u, v))
2 (2)
2.4 Frequency pooling
In the DFT domain, the frequencies radially vary from low,
in the center of the spectrum, to the high, in the borders. In
this context, frequencies are commonly filtered in a radial
way. For example, a band-pass filter can be designed in the
shape of a ring, allowing filtering specific frequencies from
the image.
In this sense, frequency components associated with
close radii can be grouped, if desired. In other words, we
may choose to process larger frequency bands instead of
single cells sharing the same radius. As shall be described
in Section 2.5, the width of the frequency bands directly
influences the number of filter weights that need to be tuned
by the network. This pooling step is shown in Figure 6.
magnitude blocks pooled frequency bands
Fig. 6. Pooling in frequency to reduce data dimensionality.
Analogously to the case of radial bands, it is also possible
to adopt squared frequency groups. In this case, the only
difference is that the distance between a particular cell
and another in the center of the image is calculated using
Chebyshev distance, instead of Euclidean [15]. Figure 7
shows the difference between them.
The Chebyshev distance grouping can be convenient in
this pooling step since it simplifies how the highest frequen-
cies are aggregated, since the maximum circle that can be
Euclidean distance Chebyshev distance
012 012
Fig. 7. Euclidean or Chebyshev distances can be used to group frequen-
cies in the spectrum.
defined within the magnitude block loses high frequencies
in the spectrum borders when using Euclidean distance.
Option for radial or squared frequency grouping establishes
the pooling type.
Therefore, this operation is useful to reduce the dimen-
sionality for the next steps, simplifying and reducing the
time spent in the training process.
2.5 Frequency Filtering
After these three steps, the first trainable layer is presented.
In this layer, the pooled frequency magnitude will be filtered
by weights that will be learned during the training process.
In this case, for filtering in the frequency domain, the
magnitude will be element-wise multiplied by a new matrix
Wi ∈ R2 , which represents the filter. Figure 8 represents
this filtering step.
pooled frequency bands 
aggregated frequencies for each block (real space)
frequency block filters
trainable filter for each block (real space) 
Fig. 8. Frequency filtering for each block.
In order to simplify the filtering processing, it is possi-
ble to define weighted rings or squares, according to the
selected pooling type, which will filter each block in the
frequency domain. In this case, even though the filter matrix
Wi has the same size of the image block, only a few weights
need to be adjusted, each representing one radius, as shown
in Figure 9. Additionally, as remarked in Section 2.4, if
pooling is adopted, the number of weights can be further
reduced, as each filter weight is responsible for processing a
wider frequency band.
In Figure 9 the magnitude filtering will be performed
by the element-wise multiplication of the magnitude (5 × 5
orange matrix on the left) by the frequency filter (5×5 green
matrix on the right). Notice that only three filter weights will
be learned on the training step, being: Wi(1), Wi(2) and
Wi(3). This process is applied for each block i, multiplying
5Mi(1,1)
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Fig. 9. Frequency filtering simplification.
its respective magnitude Mi by the frequency weights Wi,
as follows:
µi =Mi Wi (3)
After this multiplication, a coefficient Ci(r) is extracted
from each ring with radius r and for each block i. Let R be
the maximum distance from the center, which is half of the
block size. Then, the coefficient Ci(r) amounts to the sum
of the elements inside the group with radius r, as shown in
the following expression:
Ci(r) =
R∑
r=1
µi(r) (4)
Using this idea, a substantial reduction in the amount of
coefficients to train is achieved. For example, with an image
of 1024 × 1024 pixels, there would be 1.048.576 weights
to be adapted for the first slicing level. However, using
the proposed simplification, only 512 coefficients will be
trained, which makes the training process much faster and
feasible.
2.6 Fully connected training
After the frequency filtering step, all the coefficients Ci(r)
are stacked and used as inputs for the fully connected layer.
Figure 10 shows this step.
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Fig. 10. Coefficients stacked as input for the fully connected network.
Different number of layers, neurons, activation and loss
functions can be applied as in a regular fully connected
architecture. In the approach presented here, all the hidden
layers explore leaky ReLu activation, while the output layer
is a softmax layer, thus yielding the probability for each class.
Then, the cross-entropy is adopted as the loss function of the
model to allow image classification.
It is important to highlight that training the FreqNet
model involves the adaptation of the weights of the fully
connected layers (and softmax layer), as well as of the filter
weights in the frequency filtering stage. Interestingly, the
frequency filtering operations, defined in Equations (3) and
(4) easily allow the computation of the gradient with respect
to the weights. Hence, the training process of FreqNet
backpropagates the error until the frequency layer and
updates the weights of the frequency filters, as well as the
parameters of the fully connected network.
Since we are processing the magnitude of the spectrum,
what is learned by the network is the magnitude spectrum
of the filters. Therefore, the weights Wi(j) cannot be neg-
ative. A simple way to guarantee this condition consists
in truncating to zero the potential negative weights that
might arise after the weight update for each mini-batch.
Interestingly, this is similar to applying the rectifier function
over the filter weights.
By exploring the proposed architecture, with all the ideas
and stages already described, interesting results have been
obtained. The methodology and experimental results shall
be presented in the next section.
3 EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the proposed method, different datasets
were used. The first one is based on textures from Kylberg
dataset [16]. After the analysis on texture classification,
we considered retina datasets for two distinct tasks: (1)
detection of normal and cataract patients [17]; and (2) classi-
fication of the retina image quality [18]. The computational
experiments will be presented in the sequence.
The machine used for training all the models is an Intel
i7-8565U CPU with four 1.80GHz cores, Nvidia GeForce
MX130 GPU, 8GB of RAM memory, 256GB of SSD memory
and 2TB of hard disk.
3.1 Texture Experiments
3.1.1 Kylberg Dataset
The Kylberg texture dataset is composed of images from 28
textures classes, such as rice, stone, lentils, rug and wall.
Figure 11 shows one example of each class.
Fig. 11. Examples of each class of the Kylberg dataset [16].
6Each image has 576×576 pixels lossless compressed in 8-
bit PNG format. Each class has 160 unique images, resulting
in 4480 images. Figure 12 shows some examples of the grass
class, where it is possible to see that the textures vary based
on the place where the image was captured. In the case of
the grass class, different types of plants are present in the
image.
Fig. 12. Example of grass class from Kylberg texture dataset.
The dataset also contains classes from closer categories,
such as rices from different species, named rice 1 and rice 2.
Figure 13 exhibits one example of these two types of rice.
Fig. 13. Example of rice 1 and rice 2 classes from Kylberg dataset.
Another pair of classes that poses a significant challenge
for the classification is related to stone 1 and stone 2 classes,
as presented in Figure 14. As we can observe, images from
these two classes can be quite similar, so that it is hard to
correctly distinguish them, even for a human reviewer.
Fig. 14. Example of stone 1 and stone 2 classes from Kylberg dataset.
Some experiments have been carried out using this
dataset, which are described in the next subsections.
3.1.2 Experiment I - 2 textures classification
The first scenario was designed to validate the proposed
method and to verify the separation of two classes with
distinct patterns in the frequency domain. For this purpose,
the canvas and cushion classes were selected from Kylberg
dataset. Figure 15 shows one example from these two
classes.
Fig. 15. Example of canvas and cushion classes from Kylberg dataset.
It is possible to notice that the classes are formed by
different fabric threads, which leads to different behaviors in
the frequency domain. In this experiment, the images were
resized for 128× 128 pixels and the 2D-DFT for the cushion
and canvas classes were calculated. Figure 16 shows the DFT
magnitude for cushion class, where it is possible to see that
the main frequencies are closer to the center.
Cushion - Space Cushion - Frequency
Fig. 16. Example of cushion and the corresponding DFT (magnitude).
On the other hand, for the canvas image, it is possible to
notice that the main frequency components are more distant
to the spectrum center, as shown in Figure 17.
Canvas - Space Canvas - Frequency
Fig. 17. Example of canvas and the corresponding DFT (magnitude).
For these 128 × 128 pixels spectrum matrices, 64 rings
can be formed radially from the center to the borders. By
adopting a frequency pooling with size 4, 16 rings were
created. Then, by summing the magnitudes of all frequency
pixels within each ring for the cushion class, we obtained a
set of coefficients similar to the one presented in Figure 19.
As we can observe, there is a peak around radius 5 in the
pooled frequency magnitude.
For the canvas class the same operation was performed.
In this case, the pooled frequency magnitude contains a
peak around the radius 12, as can be seen in Figure 20.
Therefore, the set of frequency-domain coefficients ex-
tracted for cushion and canvas classes exhibit a distinct
behavior as a function of the radius, which means that
different frequency bands are more pronounced in cushion
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Fig. 20. Example of canvas coefficients extracted from frequency do-
main.
and canvas images. So, it is plausible to expect that the
frequency filters will emphasize those two spectrum bands,
where the classes clearly have distinct behaviors, in order to
separate them. This aspect was the main motivation for this
first experiment. The architecture used for the classification
of these two classes is presented in Figure 18.
Since the problem is relatively simple to be solved by
a classifier, no image slicing was applied, since the global
frequencies are sufficient to distinguish these two classes.
So, the 320 images from these two classes were split in train-
ing and validation sets, using 75% and 25% respectively.
After that, the 2D-DFT was calculated for each image. In
the sequence, the spectrum magnitude was calculated and
the frequencies were pooled in rings with size 4, resulting
in 16 rings. Each frequency ring is then multiplied by the
frequency filter, with 16 random weights initialized close
to 0.1 and the fully-connected network weights initialized
using Xavier method [19]. After this multiplication, the
values inside each ring are aggregated by summing the
frequencies inside it. Each value is then stacked and used as
the input for the fully connected layer, containing a single
hidden layer with 16 ReLu neurons. The output of this layer
is then used as input for a softmax layer with cross-entropy
loss, in order to give the probabilities for the cushion and
canvas classes. The training process explored the stochastic
gradient descent with momentum, considering learning rate
= 0.01, batch size = 4, momentum = 0.9 and epochs = 100.
Figure 21 exhibits the obtained values for the filter
weights as a function of the frequency radius. As expected,
the frequencies associated with radius 5 and 12 were em-
phasized by the filter, since these are the most discriminative
components to separate the two classes. In this sense, the
network created a band-pass filter that preserves the dis-
criminative frequency components and cuts-off those that
are not relevant for the classification, which is advantageous
for this problem. In order to stress this aspect, we display in
Figure 22 an ideal band-pass filter, in green, along with the
trained filter weights, in blue.
Trained filter weights Radius (r)
W
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)
Fig. 21. Trained frequency weights for canvas and cushion classification.
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Fig. 22. Trained filter weights overlapped with an ideal band-pass filter
on distinguishable frequencies for canvas and cushion.
After 100 epochs of training, the accuracy in the valida-
tion set was 100%, which confirms that the proposed model
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Fig. 23. Architecture used to classify Kylberg 28 classes.
adequately solved the classification task, and also that the
learned frequency filter was capable of identifying the most
discriminative frequency components in order to improve
the classification.
Motivated by the successful results attained in this rather
simple scenario, we proceed to more complex problems in
order to evaluate the proposed method.
3.1.3 Experiment II - 28 textures classification
Now, we consider the whole Kylberg texture dataset. In
this case, 28 classes must be correctly classified. Figure 23
displays the architecture employed for this problem.
The following parameter values were adopted for the
training process: learning rate = 0.01, learning rate decay =
0.005, batch size = 1, momentum = 0.9 and epochs = 500.
We separated 75% of the available images for the training
set, while the remaining 25% of the images were used in the
validation set.
The proposed model reached a validation accuracy of
99.73%, demonstrating a good capacity in separating sev-
eral classes.
Figure 24 exhibits two examples of classification errors,
in which the network confused the rug and grass classes. As
we can notice, the images are, in fact, quite similar.
Fig. 24. Classification error for 28 Kylberg textures: (rug and grass
classes).
It is important to stress that the majority of images from
these two classes were correctly classified by the network,
which means that this kind of misclassification is an excep-
tion, probably due to the internal variations in these two
classes.
We also applied the renowned AlexNet architecture [6]
in this problem, in order to analyze whether the proposed
model is capable of attaining a performance similar to that of
a deep convolutional network. In this case, we used transfer
learning by retraining the structure of AlexNet pre-trained
on ImageNet dataset [20]. The last layers of the architecture
were modified in order to adapt it to the Kylberg texture
classification problem, as shown in Figure 25.
Input data Conv1 Conv2 Conv3 Conv4 Conv5 FC6 FC7 FC8
227 x 227 x 3
55 x 55 x 96
27 x 27 x 256
13 x 13 x 384 13 x 13 x 384 13 x 13 x 256
4096 4096
64
28
FC9
Fig. 25. AlexNet architecture used for Kylberg dataset classification.
Table 1 describes the characteristics (number of param-
eters and number of layers) of AlexNet and FreqNet, and
presents the obtained classification accuracy in the valida-
tion set, as well as the computational time required for
the training process. We tested different numbers of slicing
levels, and the best results were obtained by using 3 slices.
TABLE 1
Comparison of deep learning architecture AlexNet and FreqNet for
Kylberg texture classification.
Method Parameters Layers Training time Accuracy
AlexNet 61.00 million 9 675m 47s 99.82%
FreqNet 0.276 million 4 52m 36s 99.73%
Although the deep learning architecture reached a supe-
rior accuracy when compared with FreqNet, it is possible to
see that the number of adjustable parameters and the cor-
responding training time are much smaller in the FreqNet
experiments. Additionally, the performances of both models
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Fig. 26. Architecture used to classify cataract and normal classes.
were quite close, which indicates that the proposed method
can be very competitive in this kind of classification task.
3.2 Retina Experiments
3.2.1 Cataract Dataset
The next experiments involved medical datasets associ-
ated with retina images. Initially, we explored the Kaggle
Cataract Dataset [17], which is relatively small and contains
601 retina images, being 300 images of the normal class,
100 of the cataract class, 101 of the glaucoma class and the
remaining 100 images are related to other retinal diseases,
like diabetic retinopathy (DR). Since we are interested in
evaluating the benefits of using frequency-domain infor-
mation in classification, only the images from normal and
cataract classes were employed in this experiment. Figure 27
presents some samples of this dataset: the two columns on
the left present cataract images, whereas normal images are
presented in the two columns on the right.
Cataract Normal
Fig. 27. Images from Kaggle cataract dataset.
It is possible to see that the cataract images are cloudy or
blurred when compared to the normal eye. This happens
since the crystalline becomes opaque in this disease and
avoids the light to properly reach the retina.
3.2.2 Experiment III - Cataract detection
The challenge in this experiment is to identify whether the
patient has cataract or not by processing the retina image.
In this case, the 400 images comprising normal and cataract
classes were separated in training (75%) and validation
(25%) sets.
Figure 26 presents the architecture of FreqNet explored
in this problem. The training parameters were defined as
follows: learning rate = 0.01, learning rate decay = 0.1,
batch size = 1, momentum = 0.9 and epochs = 200.
Analogously to the procedure explained in Section 3.1.3,
we also applied AlexNet to this problem using transfer
learning and by adopting an output layer with two neu-
rons, thus generating the probabilities of normal and cataract
classes. The obtained results are summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Comparison of deep learning architecture AlexNet and simple FreqNet
for cataract classification based on retina images.
Method Parameters Layers Training time Accuracy
AlexNet 61.00 million 9 111m 35s 87.00%
FreqNet 0.0012 million 3 0m 17s 93.00%
As we can observe, the FreqNet reached a superior per-
formance when compared with AlexNet. Since this dataset
is small, even using transfer learning for a pre-trained
AlexNet model on ImageNet, the validation accuracy could
not be improved, probably due to the number of parameters
to be adjusted in this deep architecture.
Another aspect that may have contributed to the success
of FreqNet is that the frequency components for cataract and
normal images usually are very different, since normal im-
ages have much more higher frequencies components than
cataract images. So, by carefully designing the frequency
filters, FreqNet can effectively explore these characteristics
of the images to improve the classification.
Another interesting point to analyze refers to the number
of parameters in both architectures. FreqNet is a very simple
and lightweight model, with only 1.2 thousand parameters,
while AlexNet has more than 60 million parameters. Still,
the performance of the proposed method was much better,
demonstrating that it can be an attractive solution for some
classification problems.
In Figure 28, we show two images of the normal class
that were classified as cataract by the FreqNet. These classi-
fication errors may have occurred because the images are,
to a certain extent, blurred in the same way as those in the
cataract class, but have been labeled as normal by a human
evaluator.
In the next section a large retina dataset will be evalu-
ated, but from the perspective of classifying the quality of
the images.
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Fig. 28. Normal retinas predicted as cataract.
3.2.3 EyePACS and EyeQ Dataset
Assessing the retina image quality is an important factor
in order to allow the correct diagnosis. Many images are
captured with differences on illumination, focus and proper
alignment with the eye fundus. The retina image quality
index is also important to instruct the medical operator to
repeat the image capture if it is out of focus, for example, or
even can be used as a filter for machine learning algorithms
that automatically analyze retina images in order to detect
diseases like DR and glaucoma. An interesting dataset in
this field is based on EyePACS project [21].
The EyePACS project provides an excellent dataset for
DR detection and it is available on Kaggle platform [22]. It
provides about 90 thousand retina images from 5 different
classes, each one identifying a DR level: normal, mild, mod-
erate, severe and proliferative. Figure 29 presents examples of
each class from this dataset.
Normal Mild Moderate Severe Proliferative
Fig. 29. EyePACS dataset for diabetic retinophaty classification.
This dataset is big and widely employed for DR classi-
fication, but it is a real world dataset, which means that,
there is noise on images and labels. In this sense, the images
contain artifacts being, for example, under or overexposed
and also out of focus. This fact is quite pertinent for the
current experiment, since we are interested in separating
good from bad quality images.
The EyeQ dataset [18] provides a subset of the EyePACS,
dividing 28, 792 images in three classes according to the
image quality: good, usable and reject. Figure 30 shows some
examples from this dataset.
3.2.4 Experiment IV - Retina Quality Evaluation
In this experiment, two classes of the EyeQ dataset were
explored: good and reject. The idea is that by automatically
recognizing the good and the bad images, it is possible to
Good RejectUsable
Fig. 30. EyeQ dataset for retina quality evaluation.
instruct an operator to repeat the acquisition whenever nec-
essary, and, also, to help him/her during the examination.
Considering these two classes, 22, 358 images were used
for training and evaluating the models, according to the
following division [18]: Training set – 8, 347 images of good
category and 2, 320 images of reject category; validation set
– 8, 471 images of good category and 3, 220 images of reject
category.
Using this dataset, we trained the FreqNet architecture
exhibited in Figure 31 using the following parameters: learn-
ing rate = 0.01, learning rate decay = 0.1, batch size = 1,
momentum = 0.9 and epochs = 1000.
For the sake of comparison, AlexNet and Xception [23]
models were also trained. Both models were pre-trained on
ImageNet dataset and transfer learning was applied in order
to adapt them to the EyeQ images. AlexNet was trained
following the same procedure mentioned in the previous
experiments, considering two outputs. For the Xception
architecture, only the exit flow was retrained using two
units in the output layer. The modifications introduced in
Xception are highlighted in Figure 32.
The details concerning the architectures and the corre-
sponding performances are presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
Comparison of deep learning architecture AlexNet, Xception and
FreqNet for retina quality classification.
Method Parameters Layers Training time Accuracy
AlexNet 61.00 million 9 2242m 6s 98.82%
Xception 22.90 million 71 19995m 49s 98.08%
FreqNet 0.92 million 3 762m 32s 98.30%
By analyzing the results, it is possible to observe that
AlexNet reached the best accuracy, while FreqNet achieved
the second best. One interesting point is that, again, the
FreqNet is very competitive even with a much simpler and
lightweight architecture, overcoming the Xception network.
Another point for attention is the training time: it is possible
to see that the FreqNet was trained in about 12 hours; on
other hand, the AlexNet training took about 1.5 days, while
the Xception training lasted almost 14 days long. AlexNet
and Xception were trained using Matlab Deep Learning
toolbox implementation using a single GPU. On the other
hand, FreqNet was trained in Matlab using only the CPU,
which leaves a great opportunity for improvement.
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Fig. 31. Architecture used to classify retina quality.
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Fig. 32. Xception architecture used for retina image quality evaluation
(green box indicates the part of the network that was retrained).
In fact, the FreqNet training time can be improved us-
ing more robust hardwares, which can also allow to train
deeper frequency networks with more parameters, helping
to improve even more the classification accuracy.
4 CONCLUSION
Frequency domain brings new possibilities to improve re-
sults in machine learning applications. Deep learning has
achieved excellent results for many problems, but there is
always room for improvement. Problems that have a great
frequency dependency, like the ones related to image quality
classification, may be suitably tackled by using simpler
models based on the spectrum components.
Considering this, in this paper, a new method for train-
ing frequency domain layers for image classification was
presented. The method applies the idea of iteratively split-
ting the image in small blocks, in order to extract global and
local information from each part of the image. Each block
is then transformed to the frequency domain by using the
Discrete Fourier Transform. Using the magnitude of each
block, frequency filters were trained based on the back-
propagation algorithm.
The proposed method was analyzed in different datasets
with the purpose of evaluating the performance on different
problems. The first one was the Kylberg dataset, in order
to distinguish 28 classes of image textures. The results were
very satisfactory, since it achieved 99.73% of accuracy, while
AlexNet achieved 99.82%. Despite the fact that the proposed
method does not achieve the AlexNet performance, it is
possible to see that it reached a competitive result using
a very simple architecture, using 100× less parameters than
the AlexNet architecture.
The second experiment involved a cataract dataset avail-
able in the Kaggle plataform. It is a small dataset, but
allows to separate good retina from that ones with cataract
in the eye. In this case, even using AlexNet pre-trained
on ImageNet and retraining the entire network, the pro-
posed method achieved a superior performance. In this
case, the best result of AlexNet was 87.00% of accuracy,
while the proposed method achieved 93.00%. This probably
happened since the normal and cataract retina images can
be more easily distinguished in the frequency domain, since
the cataract images are blurred and foggy due to the opaque
crystalline caused by the disease.
The third experiment was based on another retina
dataset, but to distinguish good from bad images consid-
ering the image quality. In this case, three different architec-
tures were employed: FreqNet, AlexNet and Xception archi-
tectures. This dataset was bigger and the AlexNet achieved
the best performance with 98.82%, while FreqNet achieved
98.30% and the Xception model 98.08%. Again, it is possible
to notice that the proposed method achieved a competitive
result with a much simpler model.
So, the main contributions of this work correspond
to a novel architecture exploring the frequency domain,
whose parameters are the frequency filter weights, that
yielded competitive results when compared with DNNs
architectures for some problems, but being much simpler
and lightweight than these deeper architectures. In this
sense, FreqNets are very attractive for mobile or real-time
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applications, since they have less parameters but with a
satisfactory result, allowing to reduce, for example, the
battery consumption when running in a mobile device or
even allowing to process video, detecting objects or scenes
in real-time.
The same idea proposed in this work can also be ap-
plied in other fields, for example, audio processing. In this
context, MFCC features are used in many applications for
years. However, they are the same for all the problems. In a
simple example of classifying men and women voices, it is
probably better to let the model train and boost the most
discriminative frequencies that distinguish both genders,
instead of using a generic feature extraction technique.
Other applications on signal processing, like seismic signals
detection, can also benefit from the proposed method.
Finally, this work raises the discussion if the frequency
domain can be mixed with spatial domain in order to
increase the image classification performance. It is clear that
some problems are better approached in frequency domain,
like when approaching periodical signals. Exploring the
traditional DNNs with frequency features can probably help
to improve even more the results, being a very good field for
research and future work.
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